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SUMMARY
When synthesizing speech from Japanese text, correct assignment of accent nuclei for input text with arbitrary contents is indispensable in obtaining naturally-sounding synthetic speech. A phenomenon
called accent sandhi occurs in utterances of Japanese; when a word is
uttered in a sentence, its accent nucleus may change depending on the
contexts of preceding/succeeding words. This paper describes a statistical method for automatically predicting the accent nucleus changes due to
accent sandhi. First, as the basis of the research, a database of Japanese
text was constructed with labels of accent phrase boundaries and accent
nucleus positions when uttered in sentences. A single native speaker of Tokyo dialect Japanese annotated all the labels for 6,344 Japanese sentences.
Then, using this database, a conditional-random-field-based method was
developed using this database to predict accent phrase boundaries and accent nuclei. The proposed method predicted accent nucleus positions for
accent phrases with 94.66% accuracy, clearly surpassing the 87.48% accuracy obtained using our rule-based method. A listening experiment was
also conducted on synthetic speech obtained using the proposed method
and that obtained using the rule-based method. The results show that our
method significantly improved the naturalness of synthetic speech.
key words: Japanese text-to-speech, accent sandhi, accent phrase boundary estimation, accent type estimation, conditional random field

1.

Introduction

Japanese text-to-speech (TTS) systems need to estimate not
only phonetic symbols but also accent information from text
as pre-processing [1]. TTS systems then generate speech
waves given the phonetic symbols and accent information
shown in Fig. 1. Because errors of accents degrade the naturalness of outputted speech, accent information from text
needs to be correctly estimated.
Japanese words have their own accent nucleus position as one of their lexical attributes. However, its positions often shift when the words are read in sentences due
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to a phenomenon called accent sandhi. Figure 2 shows an
example of accent sandhi of Tokyo dialect. The Japanese
words for “Tokyo” and “university” have their own accent
nucleus positions as their lexical attribute. The nucleus positions are changed when they are combined in a sentence as
“The University of Tokyo” like it is in Fig. 2. Native speakers of Japanese unconsciously and correctly estimate accent
sandhi. Nevertheless, making clear and perfect rules for accent sandhi is almost impossible.
Our objective is to build a high-quality system for estimating accent sandhi for Tokyo dialect of Japanese to improve the naturalness of TTS. We first built a database of
6,334 sentences that were labeled with accent phrase boundaries and an accent nucleus position of each accent phrase
in sentences. Then, we then developed a conditional random fields (CRF) based system to estimate accent information from sentences. The proposed system achieved 94.66%
accuracy, which is a 57% relative improvement from our
rule-based baseline system. We also found that our method
significantly improves the naturalness of speech synthesis.
2.

Definition of Accent of Tokyo Dialect

Japanese has pitch accent at the mora level. A mora is a unit
in phonology, an it generally corresponds to a Japanese Hiragana characters except Youon. An accent phrase is composed of some morphemes. Accent sandhi occur within the
accent phrase. In other words, accent sandhi never occur
across the boundaries of accent phrase. As for Tokyo di-

Fig. 1

Flowchart of Japanese Text-To-Speech (TTS).

Fig. 2

Example of Japanese accent sandhi.
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alect, an accent phrase has at most one mora, the next mora
of which has a clearly lower pitch. We call the mora the
“nucleus”. With the accent nucleus position, we can define
accent types for accent phrases using natural numbers; when
Nth mora is an accent nucleus, we define it as accent type N.
If accent phrases do not have any accent nucleus, we define
it as accent type 0. In addition to the pitch drop at the accent
nucleus, rapid pitch rising occurs from the first mora to the
second mora except accent type 1.
These definitions are not perfect definitions to explain
all the accent phenomena concerning Tokyo dialect. But
we use these definitions for convenience. With the definition, the estimation of accent sandhi can be divided into two
tasks: (1) a task to estimate accent phrase boundaries from
morpheme sequences and (2) a task to estimate accent types
for accent phrases.

these rules, but could not achieve substantial improvement [5], [6].
4.

Database

A rule-based method to estimate accent phrase boundaries from morpheme sequences is implemented in Open
JTalk [2]. Open JTalk version 1.05 uses the rules in Table 1.
The rules only depend on the part-of-speech (POS) of morphemes.

A Japanese text database with accent labels in sentences was
not available, although some papers reported machine learning based systems for accent estimation outperformed rulebased systems [7]–[10]. Thus, we built a publicly available
database [11], [12]. Our sentence-level accent database includes 6,334 sentences used in the JNAS corpus. We did
morphological analysis with UniDic for the sentences, and
manually modified errors of pronunciation estimation. Next,
we labeled accent phrase boundaries and an accent nucleus
position for each accent phrase in sentences.
The database has high consistency. Because the accent
varies depending on dialects, individuals, and reading speed,
we selected only one labeler who grew up in Tokyo and had
an excellent sense of relative pitch. We got her to read sentences with a speed of 7 mora per seconds, which is widely
accepted as a speed for TTS. Another person who grew up
in Tokyo checked her accent labels to ensure no errors were
made.
The database is available for people who have a license
for JNAS or S-JNAS [13], [14]. Readers interested in using
the database should contact the authors.

3.2

5.

3.

Rule-Based Approach

3.1

Rule-Based Accent Phrase Boundary Estimation

Rule-Based Accent Type Estimation

Sagisuka’s rule, which is well known, estimates accent types
from accent phrases [3]. The rule first annotates all the morphemes with accent modification types. Using the accent
modification types, POS, and position of accent nucleus for
isolated words, Sagisaka’s rule estimates the accent types
for accent phrases. For example, the accent phrase of “The
Univeristy of Tokyo”, which consists of Japanese two words
“Tokyo / Noun” and “University / Noun / accent mode C2”,
applies a rule “For two adjacent nouns, if the accent mode
of latter nouns is C2, accent nucleus is on the first mora of
the latter word”. This rule brings the correct accent type 5,
as shown in Fig. 2.
Other rules are often applied for numeral expressions
because Sagisuka’s rule does not handle such expressions.
For example, Miyazaki’s rule is often used [4]. In Open
JTalk 1.05, Sagisuka’s rule and their own rules for numeral
expressions are implemented.
However, the rule-based approach is not perfect because many exceptions exist. Our group tried to improve

Accent Sandhi Estimation with CRF

5.1 Estimation of Accent Phrase Boundaries with CRF
We formulated a task to estimate accent phrase boundaries
as binary label sequence estimation for morphology sequences, where the labels represents whether or not accent
phrase boundaries are just before the morphology.
We use CRF with features in Table 2 to estimate the binary label sequence [16]. The most import feature template
is POS, which is also used for rule-based estimation. Some
attributes of morphemes labeled in UniDic were also used
as feature templates.
Estimating accent phrase boundaries is especially difficult for adjacent nouns. For example, see Fig. 3. If we
can use POS information only, we cannot estimate this kind
of boundary correctly. To deal with this problem, we introduced n-gram frequency based scores as features for CRF.

Table 1 Conditions to find accent phrase boundaries used in Open JTalk
version 1.05. If these conditions are matched, the rule based system detects
accent phrase boundaries.
POS of the previous word
POS of the word
adjective, adjectival verb, verb, or suﬃx
noun
verb
adjective
self-suﬃcient word
ancillary word
one side is an adverb, conjunction, prenominal adjective, or symbol

Fig. 3 Accent boundary estimation for three adjacent morphemes: Tokyo, university, and faculuty-of-engineering. | represents an accent phrase
boundary. Even though all the POSs are nouns, a correct boundary and an
incorrect boundary were evident.
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Table 2 Feature templates for CRF-based accent phrase boundary estimation. See [15] for the definition of the features. We used these features of five adjacent words (from two before to two words after)
if available. We digitalized numerical numbers into 1, 2, 3, 4, and, 5 by quantiles for j to m.
Index
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m

Feature templates
POS
Pairs of lemma, pronBase, and cType
cType
cForm
goshu
iType
aType
aModType
Binary label whether Bunsetsu boundary is estimated before the word
Bigram frequency
j divided by unigram frequency of the previous word
j divided by unigram frequency of the word
j divided by unigram frequency both of the previous word and the word

Table 3
Label
Vanish
Remain
Never
Before
Last
First
Penultimate
After
Second
Third

Definitions of labels for accent relative change.

definisions
the isolated word has a nucleus, but the nucleus vanished in the sentence
the isolated word has a nucleus, and the nucleus remained in the sentence
the isolated word is 0 type, and the word in the sentence also does not have a nucleus
the isolated word has a nucleus, and the nucleus moved to one mora before the sentence
The last mora of the word in the sentence is an accent nucleus
The first mora of the word in the sentence is an accent nucleus
The second last mora of the word in the sentence is an accent nucleus
the accent nucleus moved to the mora just after from the accent nucleus position of the isolated words
the accent nucleus moved to the second mora after from the accent nucleus position of the isolated words
the accent nucleus moved to the third mora after from the accent nucleus position of the isolated words

These scores are expected to be eﬀective because accent
boundaries do not tend to appear as boundaries between two
words that often appear continuously.
We did further feature engineering. Our implementation provides more details [26].
5.2

Estimation of Accent Nucleus Positions with CRF

We formulated the task to estimate accent nucleus positions
as a “label for accent relative change” in sequence estimation for the morphology sequence of accent phrases. The
labels for accent relative change are defined as Table 3.
These definitions did not apply to the morphology in a
few cases. In usch cases, we simply removed the data from
the training data or added “Fourth” label, “Fifth” label, and
so on. For the training phase, if a word accent nucleus position met multiple conditions of these definitions, the former
label was applied. For the testing phase, after estimating the
labels for accent for each morphemes in an accent phrase,
we saw the labels from left to right and regarded the first
accent nucleus as the accent nucleus for the accent phrase.
With this rule, estimating labels for accent relative change
for morphemes in accent phrases enables estimating accent
nucleus positions.
We used CRF for modeling with features in Table 4.
POS, accent type of isolated words, the number of mora, and
accent modification type, which are used for rule-based systems, are also used as feature templates. In addition, we estimated the labels for accent relative change using Sagisaka’s

rule and Miyazaki’s rule and used them as feature templates.
To further leverage Sagisaka’s rule, we used this classification that is used in Sagisaka’s rule [18]. Sagisaka’s rule
classifies morphemes into 4 types: (1) the isolated word has
an accent nucleus on the last mora (2) the isolated word has
an accent nucleus on the second last mora (3) the isolated
word has an accent nucleus on the other mora (4) the isolated word does not have an accent nucleus. We used this
classification as feature templates.
For loanwords, the accent type is known to depend on
the number of mora being less than three or not, and whether
it includes a heavy syllable. We added these features for
loanwords [19].
For numeral expressions, the accent is known to depend on the types of counter suﬃxes. We used the classification of counter suﬃxes as Fig. 4, and used them as feature
templates.
We did further feature engineering. Again, our implementation provides more details [26].
6.

Experiments

6.1 Experimental Conditions
We used MeCab version 0.993 [20], CaboCha version
0.62 [21], UniDic version 1.3.12 [15] and its attached models for morphology analysis, pronunciation estimation, Bunsetsu boundary estimation, and named entity tags defined by
information retrieval and extraction exercise (IREX). These
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Table 4 Feature templates for estimating accent types. See [15] for a definition of the features. We
used these feature of five words (from two before to two words after) if available.
Index
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
A
B
C
D

Feature templates
POS
aType
the number of mora
aConType for verbs
aConType for adverbs
aConType for nouns
aModType
aType after conjugation
label for accent relative change by rules
classification of Sagisaka’s rule
orth
pron
cType
cForm
lForm
goshu
iConType
Binary label on whether or not the word is the first word in the accent phrase
the number of words in the accent phrase
Named entity tag defined by IREX [17]
Binary label on whether or not the word has exactly two mora
pair of u and goshu
Binary label on whether or not the word includes heavy syllables
the first mora of the word
the second first mora of the word
the mora just before the accent nucleus
the mora of the accent nucleus
the mora just after the accent nucleus
the last mora of the word
the second last mora of the word

Table 5

Results of accent phrase boundary estimation.
Rule
CRF

Fig. 4

Classification table for couner suﬃxes.

Precision
89.1%
97.4%

Recall
88.7%
90.5%

F-value
88.9
93.8

phologies and 7,641 accent phrases.
We used CRF++ version 0.57 for implementation [22].
We used, for feature templates, the templates in Table 2 for
accent phrase boundary estimation and thouse in Table 4
for accent nucleus position estimation. To calculate n-gram
statistics, we used Japanese Wikipedia articles as of Apr. 10,
2012. We applied three-fold cross validation and used 0.1
for the accent boundary estimation and 0.8 for the accent nucleus position estimation for the regularization parameters.
We trained the final model with the all of the training data
with the regularization parameters. The implementation and
trained models are publicly available [26].
6.2 Estimation of Accent Phrase Boundaries

estimations had some errors, especially for pronunciation
estimation. Our objective was to see the eﬀect of accent
estimation for TTS, so we removed sentences including pronunciation estimation errors in these experiments. With this
processing, the number of sentences decreased from 6,334
to 4,785. We divided the 4,785 sentences into 3,786 sentences for training and 999 sentences for evaluation. The
training data included 66,048 morphologies and 25,542 accent phrases. The evaluation data included 17,801 mor-

We compared the proposed CRF-based approach and the
rule-based approach. We used the rules defined in Table 1
for the rule-based system.
Table 5 shows the results. The proposed CRF-based
system improved both the precision and recall of the rulebased system. Our system achieved an absolute 5 point improvement in F-values.
Table 6 shows the breakdown of the results for adja-
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Table 6

Results for the case of compound nouns comprising two words.
Rule
CRF
CRF w/o n-gram

Precision
N/A
65.2%
62.7%

Recall
0%
88.7%
85.4%

F-value
N/A
74.5
72.3

Table 7 Results of accent sandhi estimation.
Accent phrase
Accent type Accuracy
Correct
Rule
90.30%
Correct
CRF
97.11%
Rule
Rule
87.48%
Rule
CRF
94.48%
CRF
Rule
87.61%
CRF
CRF
94.66%

cent nouns. The evaluation data consisted of 1,760 morphology boundaries and 606 accent phrase boundaries. To
see the eﬀect of using n-gram based feature templates, we
prepared another CRF without n-gram based features. The
rule-based system could not estimate these boundaries completely because no rule existed to estimate the boundary between adjacent nouns. However, CRF had much better results. The comparison of CRF and CRF without n-gram
features yielded a 2.2 point absolute improvement after introducing n-gram features.
6.3

Accent Nucleus Position Estimation

We compared our CRF-based approach and the rule-based
approach. We implemented Sagisaka’s rule and Miyazaki’s
rule for the rule-based system. We used three types for
accent phrase boundaries: correct boundaries, estimated
boundaries using the rule-based system, and the estimated
boundaries using the CRF-based system. When we used
correct accent boundaries, 7,641 accent phrases appeared in
the evaluation data. Even if the estimated accent boundaries
were not correct, we used the references of accent nucleus
positions based on correct accent boundaries so that the final
TTS system outputted natural pitch patterns while ignoring
the errors of accent phrase boundaries.
Table 7 shows the results. our CRF-based system outperformed the rule-based system with all kinds of accent
boundary estimation. When we applied the rule-based system both for accent phrase boundary estimation and nucleus
position estimation, the correct answer rate was 87.48%, and
when we applied the CRF-based system for both of them,
correct error rate was 94.66%. This represents a relative
57% reduction in error.
When we used correct accent phrase boundaries, the
correct answer rate reached 97.11%. Figure 5 shows 20 randomly selected of the errors. We have not done any quantitative analysis, but native Japanese speakers may feel that
not only the correct accent type but also the estimated accent
type are acceptable for some cases.
6.4

TTS Evaluation

We evaluated our system through TTS. We synthesized two

Fig. 5 Examples of errors of accent type estimation when correct accent
phrase boundaries are given.

types of speech with the rule-based accent estimation and
the CRF-based accent estimation and compared them using
a listening test.
We used the HMM-based speech synthesis system with
Open JTalk version 1.05, hts engine API version 1.06 [24],
HTS Voice Mei (Normal) version 1.1 [25] for TTS system. The sampling frequency was 48kHz, the frame period was 240 points, and the all-pass constant was 0.55. Because Open JTalk used the NAIST Japanese Dictionary [23],
which was sometimes diﬀerent from UniDic, we selected
873 sentences from 999 evaluation sentences where pronunciation estimation results perfectly corresponded. We selected 50 sentences from the 873 sentences randomly and
used them for the listening test.
We used implementation of Open JTalk for the rulebased accent estimation system. This implementation was
very similar to our implementation of the rule-based system.
In our system, we only replaced the context labeling of HTS
Voice for accent boundaries and the accent nucleus position
using the estimated results. Other context labeling was the
same.
Twelve people who had been lived in Tokyo for more
than two years and usually spoke Tokyo dialect were used
as listeners. The accent labeler was not included with the
twelve people. The listeners used headphones and compared
two voices, selecting the one that had better naturalness. We
randomly changed the order of the two voices.
Figure 6 shows the results. In many sentences, our
method was judged as more natural. A t-test was significant
at p < 0.01. Thus, we can say that our system can improve
TTS naturalness.
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